
Heuristic Violations Solved
1. Visibility of System Status - 2 - Once they get to the details page, the user can’t be sure 

which image the details are about. This is because the details page does not provide an 
indicator of what image the details relate to. Perhaps Mt. Leconte is the mountain in the 
picture I thought I tapped, but maybe it’s the mountain below it? If they thought they tapped 
one image, but the phone registered a different one, they could get the wrong information 
and not know it. This is less of an issue in the 2nd Prototype because the “Mt. Leconte” 
information matches the title on the previous screen viewed. 

2. User Control and Freedom - 3 - It is unclear how to dismiss the directions button after a 
user opens it. If the user wants to, but can’t dismiss it, it will continue to block the gear 
content. 

3. Recognition over Recall - 2 - It is unclear that clicking location will open Directions, 
requiring users to recall that this action is possible each time instead of having something to 
help prompt them. 

4. Flexibility and Efficiency of Use - 2 - If getting directions is the only action available by 
tapping location, then adding an intermediary step with the Directions button can slows the 
user down unnecessarily.

Solutions To Violations
1. In light of this, there will be a background image that will be the original picture that linked to 

the site or, if it is a standard post, the provided image(s) from the user 

2. The dismissing of directions will now be ‘a thing’ and will be able to be done as it is found 
throughout iOS, in the top left corner of the screen and status bar 

3. &   4. The unclearness as well as the intermediary step problems have been resolved by 
having a world in miniature of the point found in a google maps custom skin that will be 
displayed right-aligned with the information in the location category - clicking this will bring 
open the default maps app

4. ^^^^
5. The lists of gear are made by both pre-compiled lists that cover a wide variety of common, 

outdoor activities with widely accepted ‘default’ gear you should bring on said type of trip — 
as well as allowing the user to input their own gear, even for gear not on the pre-compiled 
lists, if it is commonly used, it will have an icon

Development Plan
********COPY AND PASTE THE LINKS BECAUSE THEY WILL OPEN IN SAME TAB IF YOU 
CLICK********

The direct link to the plan is: https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/
1P5ytQd_DdsJPD3uDbIVThAKpvVg2yyeu6NgxVgggGao/edit?usp=sharing

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1P5ytQd_DdsJPD3uDbIVThAKpvVg2yyeu6NgxVgggGao/edit?usp=sharing


If, for some reason that link does not work (google sharing can be dumb) here is a link to an 
image of it: https://i.gyazo.com/4d8b162d816dddd337202f8195565aea.png

Mockups & Navigational Skeleton
The link to the invasion prototype is here: https://invis.io/AJ7QSJDUX

Revisiting The Brief (may have gone over 4 sentences) 
I am designing this for those who see amazing, unlabeled images of the great outdoors all 
around the web. I frequently find myself seeing pictures of impressive spots people have 
managed to find, but most of the time they are one of the few who actually knows where its at 
and how to get there. In fact, most of the pictures from unsplash.com used in my mockups have 
this syndrome and it’s a constant reminder why I am designing this.

Some of those who peer reviewed my previous assignments in this capstone have surely heard 
me talk about pastebin and how I view this project as a pseudo-child to it. Only mine is 
specifically cornering spots to visit. I think pastebin does a terrific job of providing exactly what 
users look to it for. By providing a widely-accepted platform with no clutter and only the details 
that need to be included, users are able to get exactly the information that the authors intend to 
relay and in a reliable manner. 

This brings us to the brief, while I am unsure, at this point, if I am still on par with the “Your 
Mission” area, I believe my fulfillment of the prompt of Glance is going quite well. By providing a 
standardized platform for detailed location sharing, and especially one that would be used 
directly linking from amazing pictures, users can spare there time either trying to reverse image 
search, ask the original poster, or even consult a forum. The platform provides the  information 
they need to get to the general, but users are also encouraged to go into great depth on how 
they may have gotten to places specific to what their photographs portray or even the dangers 
that may arise along the way. The platform also contains standardized, pre-compiled lists of 
gear so that more novice users will be able to prepare properly.

The platform is able to save the users an immense amount of time of searching and planning. It 
is all available in one spot and functions to give each user explicitly what they are looking for by 
providing a plethora of information and allowing each user to cognitively overlook or entertain, 
thus providing a platform tailored to the needs of many, while allowing the few’s cognition to 
make the experience just as useful.


